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ABSTRACT
This paper is an attempt to analyze the interaction between Alice and Warden in Steganography using the
Game Theory. We focus on the modern steganographic embedding paradigm based on minimizing an additive
distortion function. The strategies of both players comprise of the probabilistic selection channel. The Warden
is granted the knowledge of the payload and the embedding costs, and detects embedding using the likelihood
ratio. In particular, the Warden is ignorant about the embedding probabilities chosen by Alice. When adopting a
simple multivariate Gaussian model for the cover, the payoff function in the form of the Warden’s detection error
can be numerically evaluated for a mutually independent embedding operation. We demonstrate on the example
of a two-pixel cover that the Nash equilibrium is different from the traditional Alice’s strategy that minimizes
the KL divergence between cover and stego objects under an omnipotent Warden. Practical implications of this
case study include computing the loss per pixel of Warden’s ability to detect embedding due to her ignorance
about the selection channel.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Content-adaptive steganography constrains its embedding changes to those parts of the image where one expects
their detection to be hard(er). In steganography that minimizes an additive embedding distortion,7 each pixel
is changed with probability (change rate)
βi =

exp(−λρi )
,
1 + exp(−λρi )

(1)

where ρi ≥ 0 is the cost (distortion) of changing pixel i. The parameter λ ≥ 0 is determined from the payload
constraint
n
1X
h(βi ) = α,
(2)
n i=1
where n is the total number of pixels and α is the relative payload expressed in bits per pixel (bpp) or nats per
pixel (npp) depending on the logarithm base of the binary entropy function h(x) = −x log x − (1 − x) log(1 − x).
The costs ρi are usually obtained using some deterministic rule applied to the cover image. They could be
based, e.g., on the local pixel variance, on how much a change in pixel i affects some feature-based representation
of the cover image,18 or on the relative change to transform coefficients.5, 12, 13 Embedding costs can also be
determined based on the rounding error when computing the cover from a precover source9, 12, 16, 19, 22 or by
imposing some heuristic rules.11 Alternatively, the costs can be optimized to minimize the distortion in some
model space6 or analytically computed to minimize the KL divergence between the cover and stego distributions
for a fixed cover model.10
Since the stego image is a slightly modified version of the cover, the Warden could in theory estimate the
set of change rates βi , i = 1, . . . , n, which we call in this paper the probabilistic selection channel. Granted, she
would need to know the payload α or λ. The accuracy with which the Warden can estimate βi depends on the
payload (she will be more accurate when the payload is small) and, primarily, on the rule used to compute ρi .21
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Since the introduction of content-adaptive stego schemes, it has long been hypothesized that any information
about the selection channel given to the Warden could be used to her advantage to improve her detector.
However, despite the monumental effort by teams participating in the BOSS competition,1 whose aim was to
attack the content-adaptive algorithm HUGO,18 no one was able to utilize HUGO’s adaptivity to improve their
attacks. The authors of [21], however, showed that, at least for naive adaptive LSB replacement, when Alice only
embeds in nα pixels with the largest βi , when the Warden approximately knows the embedding probabilities,
the steganography becomes (almost) sequential, and for sequential LSBR one can build better detectors than
when the embedding changes are randomly spread.15 This indicates a potential gain in security for Alice should
she embed with βi ’s that are not available to the Warden.
Recently, Böhme et al. [20] introduced the Game Theory as a possible framework to incorporate Warden’s
ignorance in Steganography.∗ In this article, we investigate this intriguing research direction for the modern
embedding paradigm in which the sender minimizes an additive distortion function instead of the naive LSBR,
while executing the embedding changes using LSB matching (LSBM) rather than LSBR.† We start by pointing
out that the knowledge of the selection channel is only one side of the coin. The other is how detectable the
embedding changes are. Consider a cover image whose one half is composed of random noise while the other half
is a completely flat content. In this case, it is far better for the steganographer to embed in the random part
even though the Warden knows it. In fact, the sender could even hide data with perfect security using naive
embedding if she knew the cover model. And even if she did not and used a mutually independent embedding
operation,8 the statistical spread of Warden’s detection statistic will be much larger in the noisy part of the
image than if Alice spread her message by utilizing the flat part, where she is totally detectable. Obviously, the
information about the selection channel available to the Warden may be a weakness only to a degree depending
on how detectable the changes are at each pixel. This is exactly the problem that we focus on in this paper.
We consider the following two options for Alice:
1. [Omnipotent Warden] Assuming an omnipotent Warden, she also knows Alice’s actions (her embedding
probabilities βi ). Alice approaches the problem using information theory and determines the costs (βi ’s)
to communicate her payload with minimal KL divergence between cover and stego objects (see, e.g., [10])
or in some other manner discussed above. In this case, the Warden knows the βi ’s exactly and uses the
likelihood-ratio test to optimally detect Alice’s embedding. The usual argument justifying this scenario
relies on the Kerckhoffs’ principle and the fact that the Warden can estimate the costs from the stego
image with high enough accuracy, which is reasonable at least when the payload is small and the individual
changes are more spread out.
2. [Ignorant Warden] This scenario is more realistic in that we assume that the Warden has no information
about the probabilities with which Alice changes each pixel. In this case, Alice may choose to deviate from
the optimal embedding probabilities derived under the omnipotent Warden and instead embed suboptimally
with a different set of probabilities with a hope that she can communicate more securely because an
uninformed Warden will likely have a mismatched and thus less powerful detector. Postulating Warden’s
detection error as the payoff function, the question is whether there exists a Nash equilibrium – a set of
embedding probabilities for Alice and a set of detection probabilities for the Warden such that it will not
be advantageous for either to change their strategy.
In the next section, we describe the cover model used in this paper as well as the adaptive, mutually independent
LSBM as an example of the most common embedding operation used today. In Section 3, we define the Warden’s
detector, the payoff function, and the players’ strategies. Due to the smoothness of the payoff function, in
Section 4 it is argued that the game admits a solution in pure strategies, which can be found using a gradient
search. Analysis of the game-theoretic formulation of the interplay between Alice and the Warden is the subject
of Section 4, where we find the Nash equilibrium numerically and assess the impact of the above-mentioned
two embedding strategies on statistical detectability. For repeatability of the results, in Section 6 we provide
some technical details regarding the approximations and methods for controlling the numerical error in our
experiments. The paper is summarized in Section 7.
∗
†

The first game-theoretic approach to steganography appeared in [4].
This is how essentially all current most secure steganographic schemes for empirical covers2 work.

1.1 Notation
For better readability, we introduce the following notation for a Gaussian density with mean µ and variance σ 2 :


(x − µ)2
,
(3)
f (x; µ, σ 2 ) = (2πσ 2 )−1/2 exp −
2σ 2
and a {−1, 0, 1}-mixture of Gaussian densities with a parameter 0 ≤ β ≤ 1/2:
fβ (x; σ 2 ) =

β
β
f (x; −1, σ 2 ) + (1 − β)f (x; 0, σ 2 ) + f (x; 1, σ 2 ).
2
2

(4)

Capital letters and symbols will be reserved for random variables whose realizations will be denoted with the
corresponding lower-case letters. Vectors will be typeset in boldface.

2. COVER MODEL AND EMBEDDING METHOD
2.1 Cover model
As in [3], the cover model we use in this article is a simplified model for one channel of a raw imaging sensor
output. Assuming one takes multiple images of the same scene, the images will only differ in the image acquisition
noise, which is a conglomerate of random processes as well as fixed distortions. They include the shot noise (also
known as the photonic noise), the readout noise, electronic noise, charge transfer noise, dark current, fixedpattern noise, cross-talk, blooming, defective pixels, and others.14 Ignoring the noise components that stay
consistently the same when taking the same picture multiple times with the same camera settings (the fixed
pattern noise, dark current, hot and dead pixels), the remaining noise components are random in nature and
well modeled as an independent (but not necessarily identically distributed) Gaussian noise. Even though the
mean of each pixel output is a non-negative quantity µi ≥ 0 representing the light intensity of the noise-free real
scene, when giving the knowledge of µi ’s to both Alice and the Warden, the results derived in this paper will
not depend on µi , which allows us to adopt the following simple model for a cover consisting of n pixels:
X = (X1 , . . . , Xn ),

Xi ∼ N(0, σi2 ),

i = 1, . . . , n.

(5)

Due to the independence of pixels, without any loss on generality we can assume that σi ≤ σi+1 , e.g., the
first pixel is the least “noisy” while the last pixel is the most noisy.
We note that (5) is not a realistic model for natural images due to complex dependencies among pixels
that are inevitably introduced during postprocessing inside the camera, which may include demosaicking, white
balance adjustment, color correction, gamma correction, various types of filtering, lens distortion correction, and
lossy JPEG compression.

2.2 Embedding method
Although the analysis in this paper is easily extendable to any mutually independent embedding,8 for simplicity
we selected LSB matching. The LSBM will be adaptive to the content – we expect it to prefer changing the
(A)
more noisy pixels (pixels with a higher variance). Alice changes pixel xi by ±1 with probability βi and leaves
(A)
it unchanged with probability 1 − βi . Denoting the stego image Y = (Y1 , . . . , Yn ),
 (A)

for si = −1,
βi /2
Pr(Yi = xi + si ) = 1 − βi(A) for si = 0,
(6)

 (A)
βi /2
for si = 1.
Therefore, each stego pixel follows a Gaussian mixture:
Yi ∼ fβ (A) (x, σi2 ).
i

(7)

When Alice embeds α npp, the embedding probabilities must satisfy the payload constraint
n
X

(A)

h(βi

) = αn.

(8)

i=1
(A)

(A)

Thus, Alice’s action is captured with n − 1 parameters: βi , i = 1, . . . , n − 1 as βn is determined from
the payload constraint (8). Note that this embedding paradigm is quite realistic and is used almost solely in all
modern content adaptive steganographic schemes.

3. WARDEN’S DETECTOR, PAYOFF FUNCTION, AND STRATEGIES
3.1 Warden’s detector
The Warden will be running a simple binary hypothesis test:

H0 : Xi ∼ f (x, 0, σi2 ), ∀i,
H1 : Xi ∼

fβ (W) (x, σi2 ),

(9)

∀i,

(10)

i

(W)

where βi

are the change rates assumed by the Warden that satisfy the same payload constraint:
n
X

(W)

h(βi

) = αn.

(11)

i=1

The null hypothesis corresponds to observing a cover image, while the alternative hypothesis corresponds to
a stego object.
Given an image x = (x1 , . . . , xn ), the Warden uses the Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT) as her detector:‡
T (x; β

(W)

2

,σ ) =

n f (W) (x , σ 2 )
Y
i
i
β
i

i=1

f (xi , 0, σi2 )

.

(12)

3.2 Payoff function
As a payoff function, we need some scalar characteristic of the performance of the Warden’s detector. In
steganalysis, it is customary to use the minimal total error probability under equal priors,
1
PE = min (PFA + PMD (PFA )),
PFA 2

(13)

which we also adopt as the payoff function. In (13), PFA and PMD are the probabilities of false alarms and missed
detection.
To evaluate the payoff function, we first need to compute the distribution of the Warden’s statistic (12) under
both hypotheses. Using (3) and (4), after a straightforward simplification the logarithm of the LRT (12) can be
put into the following form:
ln T =

n
X

Li ,




Li = ln 1 − β (W) + β (W) exp −1/(2σ 2 ) cosh x/σ 2 .

(14)

i=1

Since the distribution under the null hypothesis is a special case of embedding with zero change rates,
= 0, we only need to work out the distribution under the alternative hypothesis.

(A)
βi
‡

(W)

In (12), we defined the following vector quantities: β (W) = (β1

(W)

, . . . , βn

) and σ 2 = (σ12 , . . . , σn2 ).

The distribution of each Li can be obtained by first computing its cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.):

where φ(x) : R → R,

FLi (y) , Pr{φ(Xi ) ≤ y},

(15)




φ(x) = ln 1 − β (W) + β (W) exp −1/(2σ 2 ) cosh x/σ 2 .

(16)

The condition φ(x) ≤ y is equivalent with


 
cosh x/σ 2 ≤ 1 + (ey − 1)/β (W) exp 1/(2σ 2 ) ,

(17)

x ∈ [x− , x+ ], x± = ±σ 2 cosh−1 (A + Bey ),

(18)

p
cosh−1 (t) = ln(t + t2 − 1),


A = (1 − 1/β (W) ) exp 1/(2σ 2 ) , B = (1/β (W) ) exp 1/(2σ 2 ) .

(19)

which implies
where

(20)

Thus, the c.d.f. is
ˆx+
fβ (A) (x, σi2 )dx,

FLi (y) =

(21)

x−

and the p.d.f. hL (y) is obtained by differentiating (21) w.r.t y:
hL (y) = fβ (A) (x+ , σ 2 )x0+ (y) − fβ (A) (x− , σ 2 )x0− (y)




p
2Bσ 2 ey fβ (A) σ 2 ln A + Bey + (A + Bey )2 − 1 , σ 2
p
=
,
(A + Bey )2 − 1
p
using the fact that x0± (y) = ±σ 2 Bey / (A + Bey )2 − 1 and the fact that fβ (x; σ 2 ) is even for all σ 2 .

(22)
(23)

The distribution of the Warden’s statistic is thus a convolution
ln T ∼ hL1 (y) ? · · · ? hLn (y).

(24)

Due to the form of the densities hLi (y), no closed-form expression exists for (24) under either hypothesis and
both densities must be sampled numerically. Once the densities are sampled with sufficient accuracy, the payoff
function (13) can be evaluated by a numerical integration.

3.3 Strategies
As mentioned in the introduction, Alice’s and Warden’s strategies are the following sets of n − 1 real values,
βi ∈ [0, 1/2],
(A)

(A)

SA = {β1 , . . . , βn−1 },
SW =
(A)

(W)
(W)
{β1 , . . . , βn−1 },

(25)
(26)

(W)

because βn and βn are determined from their corresponding payload constraints (2) and (11). The constraints
will further narrow down the range of possible values of βi for both players (see Section 4).
To summarize, our game is formulated in mixed and continuous-valued strategies with both players playing
simultaneously.

4. SOLVING THE GAME
(A)

(W)

Realizing how the Gaussian mixture (4) and the test statistic (14) depend on the strategies βi , βi , i =
1 . . . , n − 1, the payoff function (13) is a smooth function of the strategies. A game with continuous strategies
and a smooth payoff function admits solution in pure strategies (see Chapter 4, Theorem 30 and 31 in Ref. [17]),
which coincides with the saddle point, the Nash equilibrium. The solution can be determined numerically using a
gradient search in which the payoff function is minimized over the Warden’s strategies and maximized over Alice’s
strategies. The complexity of the search for the saddle point increases polynomially (but rather quickly due to the
need to sample the test statistic distributions) with the number of pixels, n. Moreover, one needs to proceed with
extra care due to accumulating numerical errors introduced by sampling the test statistic densities (24) and the
payoff function (13), and evaluating the partial derivatives during the gradient search for the saddle. Section 6
contains some of the essential details regarding the various numerical approximations in our implementation.
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Figure 1: Payoff function
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(13) for α = 0.2, σ12 = 1, σ22 = 1.2.

5. EXPERIMENTS WITH TWO-PIXEL COVERS
Due to the difficulties with controlling the numerical error, we limited our experiments to covers consisting of only
two pixels, n = 2, with variances σ12 , σ22 . 2. Despite the simplicity, the results already provide an interesting
insight.
(A)

For a two-pixel cover, the one-dimensional strategies must lie in a range determined by the payload, β1 ,
(W)
β1 ∈ [βmin , βmax ], where

βmax = min 0.5, h−1 (2α) ,
(27)
βmin = h−1 (2α − h(βmax )) ,

(28)

where h−1 (x) is the inverse binary entropy on [0, 1/2].§ The payload constraint determines the remaining change
rates:


(A)
(A)
β2 = h−1 2α − h(β1 ) ,
(29)


(W)
(W)
β2 = h−1 2α − h(β1 ) .
(30)
§

Recall that we work with a natural logarithm.

(A)

(W)

Figure 1 shows how the payoff function, PE (β1 , β1 ; α, σ12 , σ22 ), depends on Alice’s and Warden’s strategies,
(W)
and β1 . It confirms our arguments presented in Section 4 that the payoff function is smooth in its
arguments and that it also exhibits a saddle point – the Nash equilibrium.
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Figure 2: Left y axis: KL divergence between the distributions of cover and stego images DKL (X||Y) for an
(A)
(A,1)
(W)
omnipotent Warden (β1 = β1
= β1 ). The circle indicates the minimum of the KL divergence. Right
(A)
(W)
(A)
(W)
y axis: Partial derivatives of the payoff function w.r.t. β1 and β1
for β1 = β1
(see the text for more
details). The square indicates the location of the Nash equilibrium.
The purpose of the second experiment is to show the difference between Alice’s strategy that minimizes the
KL divergence under an omnipotent Warden (the classical approach in steganography) and the strategy when
Alice embeds at the Nash equilibrium (for an uninformed Warden). We denote Alice’s strategies corresponding
(A,1)
(A,2)
to both scenarios as β1
and β1
. Note that an omnipotent Warden always chooses the same strategy for
(W)
(A,1)
detection as Alice uses for embedding, β1 = β1
. Thus, one can plot the KL divergence between cover and
(A)
(A,1)
stego images, DKL (X||Y), as a function of β1 and determine β1
as the strategy that minimizes the KL
divergence. In Figure 2, the minimum is marked with a circle.
To find the saddle point, we first note that our numerical experiments indicate that the saddle point always
(A,2)
(A,2)
satisfies β1
= β2
(in other words, the saddle always seems to be on the axis of the first quadrant in
the space of strategies). Thus, we plot in the same figure (shown on y-axis on the right) the partial derivatives
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
∂PE (x, β1 )/∂x at x = β1 and ∂PE (β1 , y)/∂y at y = β1 as a function of β1 . The intersection of this curve
(A,2)
with the x-axis marks Alice’s strategy at the saddle, β1
(shown as a square in Figure 2. The figure clearly
shows the difference in Alice’s strategies for the two scenarios. In other words, for an ignorant Warden it pays
off for Alice to embed with change rates that lead to a slightly higher KL divergence under omnipotent Warden
as she benefits from the mismatched detector of the Warden. Both players converge to a set of embedding and
(A,2)
(W,2)
, β1
that correspond to a Nash equilibrium.
detection change rates, β1
Next, we assess how the difference in strategies depends on the relative payload. To this end, in Figure 3 we
(A,1)
(A,2)
plot β1
and β1
as a function of α. Note that the difference between the optimal strategies under both
scenarios (omnipotent and ignorant Warden) monotonically increases with payload. For an ignorant Warden,
it is always more convenient for Alice to put a slightly larger payload into the less noisy pixel. This way Alice
lowers the payoff function despite increasing the KL divergence between cover and stego sources.
The aim of the next experiment is to study the difference in Alice’s embedding strategies as a function of the
content diversity (the pixel variances). The intention is to reveal how the difference in both strategies is affected
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Figure 3: Alice’s strategies under both scenarios β1
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Figure 4: Alice’s strategies under both scenarios β1
by the ratio σ22 /σ12 for α = 0.4 and σ12 = 1.
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, β1

as a function of the content diversity measured

by diverse content. Figure 4 shows that with increasing content diversity the difference between both strategies
becomes smaller. This is intuitive as detecting embedding in a very noisy pixel will be increasingly more difficult.
Finally, we wish to assess the impact of different scenarios on the statistical detectability. Figure 5 shows
the loss of Warden’s ability to detect embedding due to her ignorance of Alice’s actions. We express this loss in
terms of an information-theoretic measure per pixel to obtain a quantity that can be scaled to larger covers and
to provide some meaning for practitioners. To this end, we compute the KL divergence between the distributions
of the Warden’s statistic (14) under both hypotheses for each scenario and then take their difference:




4DKL (ln T |H0 || ln T |H1 ) = DKL ln T (2) |H0 || ln T (2) |H1 − DKL ln T (1) |H0 || ln T (1) |H1
(2)

(1)

, DKL − DKL .

(31)

This difference informs us about the change in the error exponent that controls the missed detection proba-
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Figure 5: Left y axis: Warden’s loss in her ability to detect Alice’s embedding, 4DKL (ln T |H0 || ln T |H1 ), as a
(1)
function of α for σ12 = 1 and σ22 = 1.2. Right y axis: The relative change, 4DKL /DKL . The variations seen in
the graphs are due to numerical errors. See the text for more details.
bility in Nayman–Pearson hypothesis testing. In (31), ln T (1) |H0 stands for the distribution of the test statistic
(A,1)
(W,1)
(A,1)
ln T when Alice embeds with β1
and the Warden detects with β1
= β1
(the first, classical scenario)
(A,2)
(W,2)
(2)
while ln T |H0 stands for the scenario when both players embed at the Nash equilibrium β1
, β1
.

6. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
For reproducibility, in this section we include implementation details used in the numerical evaluation of formulas
from Sections 3.2 and 5 as well as the techniques used to control the numerical error.
When inverting the binary entropy, minimizing the KL divergence for the omnipotent Warden option strategy,
or finding the PE for the payoff function in the ignorant Warden option, the optimization is done numerically.
All optimized functions have a single global optimum that can be determined within the machine precision.
Numerical integration was carried out in matlab using the adaptive Gauss-Kronrod quadrature, which conveniently outputs an approximate upper bound on the integration error. This error can also be controlled but
making it very small (e.g., of the order of machine precision) is very computationally expensive.
Most of the integrations need to be carried out on an infinite interval. Even though the Gauss-Kronrod
quadrature can handle unbounded integration intervals, it can be unstable. Fortunately, since the integrands fall
to zero exponentially quickly, we integrate on a compact interval instead and introduce a new error, which can
be made arbitrarily small.
The supports of all distributions of the test statistics are intervals (T, ∞), where T is a parameter depending
(W)
on β1 and the choice of variances of pixels. We integrate them on the interval (T + , ∞), where  can be made
sufficiently small to achieve an arbitrarily small approximation error.
The distribution of the test statistic for more pixels is a convolution of the test statistic densities for single
pixels. When integrating this convolution, we take note of the bounds on the error with which the convolution
has been evaluated to obtain an error bound for the integral of the convolution (when computing the PE ).
When finding the saddle point, which must satisfy


(A)

∂PE /∂β1

2


2
(W)
+ ∂PE /∂β1
= 0,

(32)

(W)

we noticed in our experiments that the function ∂PE /∂β1
tends to be zero on or near the diagonal line
(W)
(A)
(A)
β1
= β1 . To save on the computational time, we restrict ourselves only to this diagonal and find β̂1
(A)
(A)
(A)
(W)
that solves ∂PE (β̂1 , β̂1 )/∂β1 = 0 instead of (32). We then inspect the values of ∂PE /∂β1
on a line
(A)
(A)
perpendicular to the diagonal going through the point (β̂1 , β̂1 ) to determine the size of the segment where we
are certain that the condition (32) is satisfied within a prescribed accuracy (5 × 10−3 was used in our work). We
take the size of this segment as the approximate upper bound on the error with which we determine the saddle
(W)
(W)
(A)
point location. The approximation ∂PE /∂β1 = 0 holds reasonably accurately near the line β1 = β1 only
(W)
for β1 . 0.3, depending on α and the pixel variances. Fortunately, in all cases we inspected in this work this
approximation introduced a small enough error for locating the saddle point.

7. CONCLUSION
The vast majority of publications on steganography is cast within the information theoretic framework for a
computationally unbounded Warden who has a complete access to the steganographic channel, which comprises of
the steganographic method, the cover source, message source, and stego key source. This choice is usually justified
by evoking the Kerckhoffs’ principle, which is the golden standard in information security. In steganography
in practice, however, the Warden rarely has a full access to the steganographic channel, and the Kerckhoffs’
principle seems overly pessimistic, which may lead to conclusions that are too conservative. For example, it
has been argued by Böhme that the cover source is fundamentally incognizable and thus is in fact unavailable
to either party. Likewise, Alice is free to incorporate randomness or any side information when embedding her
message. It thus seems inevitable to consider more realistic scenarios in which the Warden is ignorant about
certain components of the steganographic channel.
In this paper, we lift the assumption that the Warden knows the probabilistic selection channel used by
Alice. In fact, we make the channel a strategy in a game played by Alice and the Warden. The Warden uses
the channel to construct a likelihood ratio detector of steganography (here, we give the Warden the knowledge
of the payload and the cover distribution). The cover source is modeled as a sequence of independent Gaussian
variables with unequal variances. The payoff function driving the game is a scalar measure of the performance
of Warden’s detector – the total error probability under equal priors. For a mutually independent embedding
operation (LSB matching), we show numerically that the game admits a solution in pure strategies for a cover
consisting of two elements. This limitation has been imposed by the quickly growing complexity of numerical
approximations to the underlying distributions of Warden’s test statistic. However, even this simple case already
reveals some interesting phenomena.
First, in terms of Warden’s total detection error, it is advantageous for Alice to trade off the optimality of her
embedding strategy w.r.t. KL divergence between cover and stego distributions for a mismatched detector at the
Warden’s end. The Nash equilibrium was numerically shown to be different from the strategy that minimizes
the KL divergence. The difference in both strategies decreases with increased differences between the variances
of both cover elements, which is to be expected as in the limit of an Gaussian element with infinite variance,
the entire payload should be embedded in the more noisy element. Surprisingly, it is always advantageous for
Alice to embed a slightly larger payload into the element with a smaller variance rather than vice versa. Finally,
we quantified the impact of embedding at the Nash equilibrium as opposed to embedding with minimal KL
divergence by evaluating the change in the KL divergence between Warden’s statistics per cover element (the
error exponent).
The value of this work lies primarily in shedding more light on the problem of optimal steganography under
an ignorant Warden. In particular, we confirm the conclusion already reached in [20] that the KL divergence
is no longer an appropriate measure of security and Alice’s optimal embedding strategy should be determined
from a framework based on the Game Theory.
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